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In transform margins, oblique structural inheritance and plate motion vector changes have a direct impact 
on the margin’s morphology and duration of transform activity. We investigate the effect of these two 
factors using numerical modelling. To simulate oblique inheritance in continental lithosphere, we model 
an initial rift-transform-rift configuration oriented at a range of angles (−45o to +45o) with respect to 
the extension direction. In a second suite of calculations, we first extend a rift-transform-rift system 
orthogonally and then vary the extension direction to simulate rotation of the far-field stress directions, 
and hence the relative plate motion. We found that transpressional deformation on the transform results 
in increased duration of fault activity and diffuse, longer transform zones at higher angles, while the 
opposite is true for the transtensional case. These observations are in good agreement with natural 
examples such as the Ungava Transform Zone, the Gulf of California and the Gulf of Aden, indicating that 
relative plate rotation plays an important role in the structural evolution of transform margins. Finally, 
we present a metric that links current transform margin morphology to past evolution.

© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Transform margins and their accompanying transform faults are 
a relatively understudied feature of plate boundaries that accom-
modate predominantly boundary-parallel relative plate motion. Ini-
tially, they were investigated from a morphological perspective as 
features that accommodate oceanic spreading (e.g., Wilson, 1965; 
Le Pichon and Hayes, 1971) and, subsequently, by more com-
plex thermo-mechanical models that investigated their evolution 
(e.g., Basile, 2015; Mercier de Lépinay et al., 2016). Continent-
ocean transforms are found in settings where there has been: a) 
orthogonal extension between oceanic spreading segments (e.g., 
Gerya, 2013; Basile, 2015); b) oblique extension (e.g., Bellahsen 
et al., 2013; Brune and Autin, 2013); c) plate rotations (Mor-
row et al., 2019); or d) combinations of the above (Farangitakis 
et al., 2019). Transform margins start their life-cycle as trans-
fer faults offsetting rift segments (Bosworth, 1986) or as proto-
transform faults representing diffuse zones of oblique strike-slip 
motion that initiate during the later stages of continental break-
up (Illsley-Kemp et al., 2018). Basile (2015) and Le Pourhiet et al. 
(2017) refer to these early-stage continental lithosphere faults as 
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“intra-continental transform faults”. In this study, we refer to these 
features as continent-continent transform faults (CCTs), based on 
the nature of crust being displaced on each side of the margin. 
Continent-ocean transform faults (COTs) are the structures that 
link spreading ridges that have evolved from these connecting rifts 
(Fig. 1a,b). Similarly, continent-ocean fracture zones (COFZs) and 
some ocean-ocean fracture zones (OOFZs) represent the fossilised 
remains of transform faults (Fig. 1a). The morphology and dura-
tion of activity of a continent-ocean transform margin is linked to 
tectonic parameters such as the orientation and position of pre-
existing lithospheric structures, changes in plate motion vectors, 
and far-field forces (e.g., Basile, 2015; Le Pourhiet et al., 2017). 
Around the world, we observe transform faults that can be directly 
linked with corresponding transform margins (Fig. 1b). However, 
not all transform faults are directly associated with a transform 
margin, particularly along segmented spreading ridges (illustrated 
by the oceanic fracture zone OFZ in Fig. 1b) (Bellahsen et al., 2013; 
Illsley-Kemp et al., 2018). Our work focuses on the first case: 
continental transform margins directly associated with transform 
faults.

Numerous modelling studies indicate that both oblique inher-
itance and changes in plate motion affect transform margin evo-
lution. Bellahsen et al. (2013) suggest that pre-existing Mesozoic 
basins and transfer zones partially control the current Gulf of Aden 
oblique spreading. Basile (2015) shows that continent-ocean trans-
 under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Fig. 1. a: Main elements of an active transform margin profile (redrawn from Lorenzo, 1997). b: Main elements of a passive transform margin (map view). c-f: Schematic 
representation of the response of an inherited structure to an oblique extensional deformation. c, d: two initial conditions; e, f: transtensional and transpressional deformation 
on transform segment after extension/rifting. Cyan feature in the mantle in c and d represents the inherited feature projected onto the surface with a dashed black line. θ : 
angle of rotation between the extension direction and the transform segment. (For interpretation of the colours in the figure(s), the reader is referred to the web version of 
this article.)
form faults develop within continental lithosphere either by reacti-
vating or cross-cutting pre-existing structural features. Farangitakis 
et al. (2019) demonstrate how changes in relative plate motion 
produce oblique rifts accompanied by transtension (Gulf of Cali-
fornia) or transpression (Tanzania Coastal Basin) along transform 
margins. Ammann et al. (2018) argue that formation of long trans-
form faults (such as those in the Central Atlantic) is favoured by 
high obliquity and slow extension rates during continental rifting. 
Peace et al. (2017) indicate lithosphere inheritance could strongly 
control the evolution of an obliquely rifted margin in W. Green-
land, while numerical modelling of the region inferred ancient 
mantle scarring may also play a role (Heron et al., 2019).

By analysing a global rift database, Brune et al. (2018) sug-
gested that oblique rifting might actually be the rule, rather than 
the exception. If so, the corresponding transform margins must 
also experience significant transtensional or transpressional defor-
mation (Figs. 1c-f), which would influence their morphology and 
be evident in many natural examples across the world.

In this study, we explore the overall effect of inherited obliquity 
and change in relative plate motion on continent-ocean transform 
margins through a series of numerical modelling experiments. 
The first set investigates how the obliquity of a pre-existing zone 
of weakness within the continental lithosphere affects continent-
ocean transform margin evolution. The second set examines the 
role that a change in relative plate motion plays in margin evolu-
tion. We then link our observations to continent-ocean transform 
margins around the world. Our modelling focuses on the conti-
nental crust and therefore does not take into consideration oceanic 
crustal features; hence, our observations are focused on the evo-
lution of the continental parts of the transform margins and stop 
when these become passive. Finally, we present a novel approach 
for linking transform margins’ current morphology to their past 
evolution.
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Table 1
Physical properties of the models (parameters obtained from a: Rutter and Brodie, 2004; b: Rybacki et al., 2006; c: Hirth and Kohlstedt, 2004; d: Heron et al., 2019; e: 
Naliboff and Buiter, 2015; f: Chapman, 1986).

Parameter Unit Upper Crust Lower Crust Mantle Seed

Rheology Wet Quartzitea Wet Anorthiteb Dry Olivinec Dry Olivinec

Thermal diffusivityd m2/s 1.19×10−6 1.15×106 1.33×10−6 1.33×10−6

Densitye kg/m3 2.8×103 2.9×103 3.3×103 3.3×103

Thermal expansivityd 1/K 2.00×10−5 2.00×10−5 2.00×10−5 2.00×10−5

Internal friction anglesd degrees 20 20 20 0
Cohesionsd Pa 2.00×107 2.00×107 2.00×107 1.00×107

Plasticity strain weakening intervald 0-0.5 0-0.5 0-0.5 0-0.5
Temperature at top of layerf K 273 (top) 681.6 (top) 823 (top)
Heat productionf W/m3 1.50×10−6 0 0 0
Thermal conductivityf W/(m*K) 2.5 2.5 3.3 3.3
Viscosity rangee Pa s 1.00×1018–1.00×1026 1.00×1018–1.00×1026 1.00×1018–1.00×1026 1.00×1018–1.00×1026
2. Methodology

The 3D nature of continent-ocean transform margins and the 
interplay between local and far-field kinematic, dynamic and tran-
sient effects pose a challenge for both numerical and analogue 
models. Thus far, modelling of transform margins and the param-
eters that affect their evolution has followed two approaches. The 
first examines the development of rift connectivity by placing iso-
lated seeds in the lithosphere (either as zones of weakness or as 
modified Lithosphere-Asthenosphere Boundaries/LABs) and study-
ing their interactions by varying their location (e.g., overlap, un-
derlap), shape and orientation within an extensional model (e.g., 
Allken et al., 2012; Gerya, 2013; Zwaan and Schreurs, 2017; Le 
Pourhiet et al., 2017; Illsley-Kemp et al., 2018). The second mod-
elling approach examines the deformation of already established 
shear zones or connected rift segments and how they respond to 
changes in extension direction or oblique rifting (e.g., Brune et al., 
2012; Brune and Autin, 2013) or to inherited structures situated at 
oblique angles to the established rifts (Autin et al., 2013).

Following the second approach, we use two different experi-
mental scenarios to investigate the effects of obliquity of inherited 
structures and plate rotations on a rift-transform-rift configuration 
in 3D space. Computations were carried out using the open source 
finite element numerical code ASPECT, version 2.1.0 (Kronbichler 
et al., 2012; Heister et al., 2017) and follow the study of Heron 
et al. (2019). Our models are governed by a dislocation creep flow 
law and display Drucker-Prager plasticity as a rheology with strain 
weakening (e.g., Naliboff and Buiter, 2015, Table 1), using a “seed” 
configuration that represents an initial weak zone in the top of the 
mantle (Huismans and Beaumont, 2011).

2.1. Experimental setup

We use a box with dimensions of 800 by 800 km horizontally 
and 120 km vertically. Compositionally, the top 20 km is initially 
upper continental crust, with 10 km lower continental crust be-
neath and 90 km of mantle lithosphere at the bottom (Fig. 2).

Resolution is uniform with 3.125 × 3.125 × 3.125 km per cell, 
totalling 262,144 active cells and 19 million degrees of freedom. 
Our models have prescribed boundary velocity conditions on their 
x = 0 km, x = 800 km and z = 120 km boundaries and tangential 
velocity boundary conditions on the y = 0 km and y = 800 km 
boundaries. The top boundary has a free surface, which allows for 
topography and is generated by an Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian 
framework with 848691 degrees of freedom (Rose et al., 2017). The 
applied east-west extension is 1 cm/yr on each boundary (total of 
2 cm/yr), and outflow on these edges is balanced by an inflow of 
0.3 cm/yr at the base.
2.2. Seed configuration and obliquity

We introduce a simple left-stepping rift-transform-rift config-
uration, represented by a weak seed 2 km beneath the base of 
the crust straddling the horizontal midpoint (Fig. 2). The seed is 
used as an inherited structure in the first set of experiments. In 
the second set, the seed is used to initiate orthogonal rifting that 
replicates the control experiment (Fig. 2b) and is then rotated after 
5 Myr. The rift seeds extend the full length of the box (even when 
rotated). We use a rift segment offset of 160 km, intermediate be-
tween the values used by Allken et al. (2012) and Le Pourhiet et 
al. (2017). We tested offsets between 120-200 km (Suppl Figures 
S1-S5) and find that transform faults are established at these off-
set lengths as well. We define positive angle change as clockwise 
obliquity between seed and extension direction, creating transten-
sion (as in Fig. 2c) on the transform fault, and negative angle 
change as counter-clockwise obliquity, creating transpression (as 
in Fig. 2d). The models are then computed in the two different 
scenarios: one featuring inherited structures oblique to the exten-
sion direction and another that simulates rotation in relative plate 
motion.

2.2.1. Inheritance experiments
The models start from t0 = 0 Myr with an inherited seed (e.g., 

Fig. 2c). First, we conduct a control experiment with the rift-
transform-rift configuration orthogonal (0o) to the extension di-
rection (Figs. 2b and 3). We then perform 10 further experiments, 
with the seed at 10o obliquity intervals from θ = −5o to −45o

and 5o to 45o, representing increasingly oblique inherited struc-
tures (Fig. 2c).

2.2.2. Effect of rotation experiments
In a second set of experiments, we use a three-step process to 

evaluate the effect of an imposed rotation of plate motion vec-
tors on an existing continent-ocean transform. First, we calculate a 
1200×1200×120 km orthogonal model with the same seed set-up 
as the control model shown in Fig. 2b. The 5 Myr output of the 
larger 3D model is used as a “sampling box” of the temperature, 
composition (upper crust, lower crust, and mantle), seed and total 
strain rate after 5 Myr. We then rotate the box by the desired an-
gle and sample a smaller 800×800×120 km domain around its 3D 
midpoint. The established spreading system now sits at an angle 
to the extension direction in this smaller domain. The rotation val-
ues range from θ = −45o to −5o and 5o to 45o, respectively (see 
Suppl. Material code repository). Finally, we use this new smaller 
domain as an initial composition and temperature field to run a 
suite of experiments on delayed rotation (Fig. 2d).
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Fig. 2. Experimental set up. a: rheology and model set-up, b: control experiment configuration, c: obliquity experiment example set-up for transtension on transform 
boundary, d: set-up to simulate rotation of plate vectors, which creates transpression on the transform boundary following an initial orthogonal extension.
2.3. Governing equations

This study is governed by the equations of conservation of mo-
mentum, mass and energy in an incompressible medium with an 
infinite Prandtl number:

−∇ · (2με̇) + ∇ P = ρg (2.1)

where μ = viscosity, ε̇ = strain rate tensor, P = pressure, ρ =
density and g = gravitational acceleration.

∇ · u = 0 (2.2)

ρC p

(
∂T

∂t
+ u ·∇T

)
− ∇ ·k∇T = ρH (2.3)

where u = velocity vector, Cp = thermal heat capacity, T = tem-
perature, t = time, k = thermal conductivity, and H = internal 
heat production.

Upper crust, lower crust, mantle and seed represent composi-
tional fields that adhere to the pure advection equation:

∂Ci

∂t
+ u ·∇Ci = 0 (2.4)

where C i = compositional field.
The above equations are solved with the finite element method 

in a discretised domain of finite elements using an iterative Stokes 
solver (Kronbichler et al., 2012). The solution is then interpo-
lated using Lagrangian polynomials as basis functions (Glerum et 
al., 2018). The models use a temperature-dependent density, but 
no pressure-dependence, since the model is incompressible (e.g., 
Heron et al., 2019).
The models have a nonlinear viscous flow (dislocation creep) 
with Drucker-Prager plasticity for the rheology, a setup used in 
many previous studies (e.g., Huismans and Beaumont, 2011; Nali-
boff and Buiter, 2015; Heron et al., 2019).

Dislocation creep is defined as:

μ = 0.5A− 1
n ε̇

(1−n)
n

e exp(
E + P V

nRT
) (2.5)

where A = viscosity prefactor, n = stress exponent (n > 1), ε̇e =
square root of the deviatoric strain rate tensor second invariant, 
E = activation energy, V = activation volume and R = universal 
gas constant (Karato, 2008).

Viscosity is limited through a Drucker-Prager yield criterion 
where the yield stress in 3D is:

σy = (6C cosϕ + 2P sinϕ)/
(√

3 (3 + sinϕ)
)

(2.6)

where C = cohesion and ϕ = angle of internal friction. When ϕ
equals 0, as in the imposed seed, the yield stress is fixed and equal 
to the Von Mises yield criterion. When the viscous stress (2με̇e) 
exceeds the yield stress σy, we apply plastic yielding by rescal-
ing the effective viscosity (Willett, 1992; Kachanov, 2004) so that 
the stress is less than the yield value (e.g., Thieulot, 2011). To en-
sure numerical stability, we constrain the viscosity in our models 
between 1018 and 1026 Pa·s (Table 1).

We apply strain weakening for the internal friction angle and 
cohesion. They reduce linearly as a function of finite strain mag-
nitude to 50% of their initial value at a strain of 50% (Table 1; 
Bos and Spiers, 2002; Heron et al., 2019). Our sensitivity analysis 
for strain weakening parameters (Suppl. Figures S6-S11) indicates 
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Fig. 3. Orthogonal extension control model. a-e: Individual panels show surface material evolution through time. Location of seeds (grey lines) and extension direction (dashed 
arrows) shown in panel a. f-j: surface velocity in the x direction. For an uninterpreted version, strain rate patterns and cross-sections across the rifted margins, refer to Suppl. 
Figures S14-S16.
that no significant changes in the margin morphology occur, apart 
from when the internal angle of friction of the seed is increased 
(Suppl. Figures S7 & S9). This change is expected since the rhe-
ological weakness that the seed represents is diminished, so the 
models resemble the result of the pure orthogonal rifting case.

The model compositional fields have individual values of ther-
mal and rheological parameters (Table 1). If more than one compo-
sitional fields are present at the same time within a cell, viscosities 
are averaged harmonically (Glerum et al., 2018). We use a rheolog-
ical setup similar to that of Naliboff and Buiter (2015), using wet 
quartzite flow laws for the upper crust (Rutter and Brodie, 2004), 
wet anorthite for the lower crust (Rybacki et al., 2006), and dry 
olivine for the mantle (Hirth and Kohlstedt, 2004). The modelling 
set-up does not allow for the formation of brittle oceanic crust, 
but instead keeps the rheology of the mantle. Thus, we focus our 
observations on the continental crust aspects of the models.

2.4. Thermal model set-up

We prescribe an initial temperature field similar to a typical 
continental geotherm (Chapman, 1986) with no lateral variations:

T (z) = To + q

k
z − H z2

2k
(2.7)

where T0 = surface temperature of each layer, H = heat produc-
tion, q = heat flow through the surface of the specific layer, k =
thermal conductivity and z = depth (see Table 1). Our sensitiv-
ity analysis for layer temperature parameters indicates no effect 
on the transform margin evolution timing. However, a colder top 
mantle surface increases the effect of the seed on the rifted margin 
asymmetry (see Suppl. Figures S12-S13).

3. Results

Our experimental results on the early development of trans-
form margins are presented as maps of the surface evolution of 
the model. We also consider the kinematics observed in the sur-
face velocity plots and evolving surface material. We first present 
the control orthogonal experiment (Fig. 3). We then present two 
sets of models (each with 5 experiments) for transtension (positive 
θ angles) (Figs. 4 & 5), followed by two more sets for transpression 
(negative θ angles) (Figs. 6 & 7). The first set in each case (Figs. 4
& 6) represents oblique inheritance, while the second (Figs. 5 & 7) 
represents a change in the relative plate motion vector after 5 Myr 
of orthogonal extension. In each figure, the seed configuration and 
direction of extension are shown in the first panel. Surface strain 
rate and surface velocity plots are presented in Suppl. Figures S15-
32 and further analysed in the discussion.

3.1. Development of structures (orthogonal extension)

In our control experiment, rifting initiates from the outer edges 
of the box, perpendicular to the extension direction (Fig. 3b), and 
propagates towards the transform seed. Transform motion is ex-
pressed first as a continent-continent transform fault (CCT) fol-
lowed by a continent-ocean transform fault (COT) (Fig. 3c). In this 
case, the transform margin is active until 13 Myr (Fig. 3d); by 15 
Myr, the transform margin is expressed by two continent-ocean 
fracture zones (COFZs) separated by a spreading axis (Fig. 3e).

3.2. Transtensional deformation on the transform boundary (positive 
angle θ to extension direction)

3.2.1. Oblique inheritance experiments
Fig. 4 shows the extension of a rift-transform-rift configuration 

oriented at a positive obliquity angle (with respect to the exten-
sion direction) between 5-45o. The transform structure undergoes 
transtensional deformation, which is illustrated by snapshots ev-
ery 5 Myr from the initiation of extension. The duration of activity 
on the COTs and CCTs depends on the obliquity of the inherited 
structure, decreasing with increasing θ . For 5o, the transform mar-
gin is active until 12.5 Myr from the start of the model (Fig. 4c); 
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Fig. 4. Transtensional oblique inheritance models, with a seed oriented at a positive θ (with respect to the extension direction). Individual panels show surface material 
evolution through time. Location of seeds (grey lines) and extension direction (dashed arrows) shown in panels a,e,i,m,q. For an uninterpreted version, strain rate patterns, 
velocity plots and cross-sections across the rifted margins, refer to Suppl. Figures S17-S20.
for 15o, until 11 Myr (Fig. 4g); for 25o, until 9 Myr (Fig. 4j); for 
35o, until 7.5 Myr (Fig. 4n); and for 45o, until 7 Myr (Fig. 4r). After 
these times, the COTs become inactive COFZs (pink lines in Fig. 4). 
In comparison to the 5o, 15o and 25o experiments (Fig. 4a,e,i), the 
35o and 45o experiments also produce a shorter transform seg-
ment connecting the two rifts (Fig. 4n,r). Spreading localisation 
also depends on the angle of the inherited structure. At 5o, spread-
ing localises in a quasi-uniform manner above the inherited rift 
structures. As obliquity increases, spreading increasingly localises 
near the transform seed first before spreading along the rift seg-
ments (darker mantle colourations on either side of the spreading 
ridges in Fig. 4 at 10 Myr) (Suppl. Figure S17).

3.2.2. Rotation experiments
We next present our experiments simulating a change in rel-

ative plate motion after rifting initiation (Fig. 5). We perform or-
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Fig. 5. Transtensional rotated models with a positive θ of rotation (with respect to the extension direction) after an initial 5 Myr of orthogonal extension. Individual panels 
show surface material evolution through time. For an uninterpreted version, strain rate patterns, velocity plots and cross-sections across the rifted margins, refer to Suppl. 
Figures S21-S24.
thogonal rifting for 5 Myr and then change the extension direction 
by 10o increments from 5o to 45o. As marked in Fig. 5, all model 
snapshots refer to the start of rotation after the initial rifting (e.g., 
Fig. 5a is 0 Myr + 5 Myr of initial rotation). In all models, spread-
ing initiates at the outside corners of the rift-transform configu-
ration, with a sigmoidal shape at the smaller angles (Fig. 5c,g,k). 
As the angle increases, this sigmoidal shape progressively becomes 
rhomboidal (Figs. 5o,s) (see also darker mantle colorations across 
both sides of the spreading ridge in Fig. 5 after 15+5 Myr and 
Suppl. Figure S19).

COT and CCT activity time again are influenced by the angle of 
rotation. For 5o, the transform margins are active until 11 Myr af-
ter the start of rotation (Fig. 5c); for 15o, until 9.5 Myr (Figs. 5f,g); 
for 25o, until 8.5 Myr (Figs. 5j,k); for 35o, until 7 Myr (Figs. 5n,o); 
and for 45o, until 6 Myr (Figs. 5r,s). After these times, the passive 
transform margin is represented by COFZs (pink lines in Fig. 5).
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Fig. 6. Transpressional oblique inheritance models, with a seed oriented at a negative θ (with respect to the extension direction). Individual panels show surface material 
evolution through time. Location of seeds (grey lines) and extension direction (dashed arrows) shown in panels a,f,k,p,u. For an uninterpreted version, strain rate patterns, 
velocity plots and cross-sections across the rifted margins, refer to Suppl. Figures S25-28.
3.3. Transpressional deformation on the transform boundary (negative 
angle θ to extension direction)

3.3.1. Oblique inheritance experiments
In the transpressional oblique inheritance experiments, we in-

vestigate the case of oblique extension on a rift-transform-rift con-
figuration oriented at a negative angle between −5o and −45o

(Fig. 6). In all cases, rifting and subsequent spreading localise first 
at the outer boundaries of the box, perpendicular to the exten-
sion direction, and propagate towards the rift-transform corners. 
CCTs evolve into COTs, accommodating any horizontal motion, ex-
cept for the −45o experiment (Fig. 6u-y).

The length of time that the transform boundary remains ac-
tive again depends on the obliquity of the inherited structure. For 
−5o, transform activity lasts until 15 Myr after the start of the 
model (Fig. 6d); for −15o, until 17 Myr (Fig. 6i); for −25o, un-
til 22 Myr (Fig. 6o); and for −35o, until 40 Myr (Fig. 6t) before 
becoming inactive COFZs. The −45o experiment does not form a 
transform. Instead, the initial rifts propagate towards the centre 
and then away from each other (Figs. 6v-w) as they evolve into 
two distinct spreading segments that do not interact (Fig. 6y). The 
evolution of the −35o experiment displays a mixture of the tec-
tonic characteristics shown in the −45o and −25o experiments. 
Rifting propagates inwards from the outer boundaries of the box. 
Although it initially seems that the rift segments are moving away 
from the transform zone, similar to the −45o experiment (Fig. 6q), 
the spreading segments then connect through incipient transform 
motion (similar to −25o Fig. 6l) and form an elongate transform 
zone (Figs. 6r-t and strain rate patterns at 20 Myr in Suppl. Figure 
S26).

3.3.2. Rotation experiments
We next present the rotated experiments (for transpressional 

negative angles θ at 10o increments from −5o to −45o) simulat-
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Fig. 7. Transpressional rotated models with a negative θ of rotation (with respect to the extension direction) after an initial 5 Myr of orthogonal extension. Individual panels 
show surface material evolution through time. For an uninterpreted version, strain rate patterns, velocity plots and cross-sections across the rifted margins, refer to Suppl. 
Figures S29-S32.
ing a change in relative plate motion after 5 Myr of orthogonal 
rifting (Fig. 7). Similar to the oblique inheritance case, rifting and 
spreading localise from the outer boundaries of the box towards 
the rift-transform corners (note surface material on each side of 
the rift/spreading ridges in Fig. 7 after 10+5 Myr). The established 
transform zones accommodate any horizontal motion through CCTs 
and COTs. Transform activity duration increases with the angle of 
imposed rotation. For −5o, transform motion is active until 15 
Myr after rotation (Fig. 7c); for −15o, until 29 Myr (Fig. 7j); for 
−25o until 35 Myr (Fig. 7o); and for −35o and −45o, for at least 
40 Myr, exceeding the model runtime (Figs. 7t,y). An en-echelon 
pattern is observed at the surface around the transform zones for 
the lower rotation angle models (Figs. 7c,d for −5o, 7i-j for −15o, 
and 7n,o for the −25o experiment). This pattern corresponds to 
diffuse zones where horizontal motion is accommodated. Within 
this zone, the transform boundary can be segmented into smaller, 
shorter lived transforms, such as in the −25o experiment (Fig. 7o) 
or −15o experiment (Fig. 7j). For a zoomed-in version of the −15o

and −25o transpressional rotation experiments accompanied by 
velocity plots, see Suppl. Figures S33-S34.

By the end of the −5o experiment, spreading follows the rota-
tion angle (Fig. 7e). However, in the −15o model, spreading is fo-
cused on 3 segments, connected by oblique diffuse zones (Fig. 7j). 
Finally, in higher angle models (−25 to −45o), spreading is focused 
on the inside corners of the rift-transform intersections while the 
transform faults are still active (Figs. 7o,t,y).

4. Discussion

Our two sets of numerical modelling experiments simulate the 
effect of a) oblique inheritance and b) a relative plate motion 
vector change in a rift-transform-rift setting. For both sets, we 
find that for a left-stepping geometry, a positive angle of rotation 
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(clockwise) from the extension direction results in transtension, 
accompanied by oblique rifting and spreading over the corners 
of the rift-transform-rift configuration (Fig. 4 and 5). For negative 
(counter-clockwise) angles, where the transform experiences trans-
pressional strain, increased obliquity increases the duration and 
length of the active transform segment in both the inheritance and 
relative plate rotation experiments (Fig. 6 and 7). In the following 
sections we compare our results with natural examples.

4.1. Comparison with natural examples

4.1.1. Ungava Transform Zone, Davis Strait
We correlate our experiments with natural examples around 

the world (Fig. 8), beginning with the Ungava Transform Zone 
in the Davis Strait between Canada and W. Greenland. The Un-
gava Transform Zone is a large right-stepping transform zone that 
accommodated horizontal motion between (now extinct) oblique 
spreading ridges in Baffin Bay in the north and the Labrador Sea in 
the south (Oakey and Chalmers, 2012). Estimates for the obliquity 
of the rifts relative to spreading direction are poorly constrained, 
and range from 8-19o for the Labrador Sea, and 25-40o for Baf-
fin Bay between 124-79 Ma (Jeanniot and Buiter, 2018). The area 
also underwent a 30o clockwise change in its spreading direction 
around 35 Ma (Doré et al., 2016), resulting in widespread trans-
pression and transtension.

The Ungava Transform Zone has thus experienced both oblique 
inheritance and later changes in plate motion, but the effects of 
the most recent phase of deformation, the relative rotation, are 
likely to be easiest to observe. Therefore, we compare the area 
with our 25o transpressional rotation model (Figs. 7k-o) (shown 
mirror-imaged for easier comparison, Fig. 8a). Both our model 
and the Ungava Transform Zone evolve in a similar way. Open-
ing of the first rifted basins occurs in an orthogonal extension 
zone, with a continental transform connecting the spreading cen-
tres (Oakey and Chalmers, 2012). Once the spreading direction 
changes and oblique rifting is initiated, the juxtaposed continental 
crust is forced into transpression (velocity vector arrows in Suppl. 
Figures S33-34). This results in a zone of transpression onshore W. 
Greenland (Wilson et al., 2006; Peace et al., 2017) and inversion 
structures offshore, analogous to the deformation we observe in 
our numerical model (grey circles marked TP in Fig. 8b). Similarly, 
in our model, we observe a zone of high compressional stress on 
the inside corners of the rift-transform intersection (Suppl. Figure 
S35).

As spreading develops, a wide, transtensional region forms be-
tween the north and south Davis Straight spreading segments, the 
Ungava Transform Zone (Fig. 8b, Reid and Jackson, 1997). Evidence 
of transtension includes oceanic material found along the trans-
form (Wilson et al., 2006; Oakey and Chalmers, 2012; Peace et 
al., 2017). In our experiment, we also observed the formation of 
a diffuse transtensional zone (pink outline in Fig. 8a, see also ve-
locity vector arrows in Suppl. Figures S33-34). Because of the large 
range of estimates for obliquity and rotation in the Ungava Trans-
form Zone, we also compare it with our 15o rotated model. This 
model includes a large segmented transform zone (Fig. 7i,j), where 
transpression takes place in the corners of the rift-transform inter-
sections and transtension occurs within the thinned crust, similar 
to the Ungava Transform Zone (Fig. 7j).

4.1.2. Gulf of California
A natural example of transtension is the Gulf of California parti-

tioned oblique margin, which undergone a 5-15o rotational change 
in relative plate motion (Bennett and Oskin, 2014). It formed a 
series of en-echelon pull-apart basins, which later developed into 
spreading centres (Umhoefer et al., 2018; Farangitakis et al., 2019) 
(Fig. 8d). We match this to our 5o transtensional rotated model 
(Fig. 5a-d), although the Gulf of California also displays similar 
features to the 15o experiment (Fig. 5e-h). In our experiments, 
we model a single left-stepping rift-transform-rift system, so we 
do not replicate the complete architecture of the Gulf of Califor-
nia, but rather how each transtensional pull-apart would evolve. In 
both cases, the initial evolution begins with a transtensional zone 
forming near the outside corners of the rift-transform intersections 
(pink areas in Figs. 8c and 8d). Spreading in our models localises 
from the rift-transform intersections outwards, which is similar to 
the evolution of the N. Gulf of California, where spreading is more 
localised closer to the intersection of the Ballenas Transform Fault 
Zone and the Lower Delfin Basin spreading centre (Persaud et al., 
2003).

4.1.3. Gulf of Aden
Finally, we correlate the rifted margin asymmetry in one of our 

rotation models with the evolution of the Gulf of Aden, where the 
transition from continent to ocean is wider in the outside cor-
ners of the Alula-Fartak and Socotra-Hadbeen Fracture Zones than 
in the inside ones (Fig. 8g, orange zones marked COBZ; Bellahsen 
et al., 2013). Kinematically, the Gulf of Aden has undergone ∼35 
Myr of spreading (Bellahsen et al., 2013) and is characterised by 
3 components: a) oblique crustal inheritance in the form of Meso-
zoic basins trending ∼80-90o clockwise to spreading (Autin et al., 
2013); b) an oblique rift and spreading trend oriented 40o clock-
wise to the direction of plate motion, segmented by left-stepping 
transform faults; and c) a ∼26o change in the plate motion vector 
reducing rifting obliquity from the previous oblique rifting trend 
of ∼68o observed 20 Myr ago (Bellahsen et al., 2013; Brune and 
Autin, 2013; Jeanniot and Buiter, 2018). The Gulf of Aden has also 
been influenced by the Afar hotspot (Leroy et al., 2012), and as-
sociated magmatism. However, our models do not take magmatic 
emplacement into account. Instead, we focus on understanding 
what features can be explained by just the kinematics and inheri-
tance of the region.

We compare the transition across the spreading centre in the 
5o oblique inheritance model (Fig. 8e and inset figure) to the 
continent-ocean boundary zone along two main fracture zones in 
the Gulf of Aden (Fig. 8g, orange zones marked COBZ). This model 
fits two characteristics of the natural example: a) the obliquity 
of the inherited structures through the general orientation of the 
seed (green in Fig. 8e) is in accordance with the Mesozoic fab-
ric in the Gulf (green in Fig. 8g); and b) the angular agreement 
of the spreading trend with respect to the relative plate motion 
(red lines in Figs. 8e,f,g). The width of transition from continent to 
oceanic crust is 115 km in the inside and 110 km (∼5% shorter) in 
the outside corners of the rift-transform intersection, which does 
not agree with the Gulf’s margin width.

However, if the 26o transtensional plate motion vector change 
(Jeanniot and Buiter, 2018) is considered, then the Gulf of Aden can 
be compared to the 25o positive rotation angle experiment (Fig. 8f 
and inset figure). Here, the transition from oceanic to undisturbed 
continental crust is ∼120 km in the inside and 260 km (116% 
longer) in the outside corners of the rift-transform intersection 
(inset in Fig. 8f). Thus, considering the kinematics of the area (Bel-
lahsen et al., 2013), we can infer that the change in plate motion 
in the Gulf of Aden is a key contributing factor in the resulting 
margin asymmetry.

4.2. Rift seed geometry and connectivity

We find that the rift seed spacing used in our study generates 
a transform margin independent of whether we include a trans-
form seed or not. Our spacing of ∼5H (where H is the thickness 
of the continental crust) produces transform linkage (Fig. 3 and 
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Fig. 8. Comparison with natural examples. a-b) Comparison of a −25o transpressional rotated model snapshot at 20 (+5) Myr with the Davis Strait. Note the zones of 
compression/transpression within the outer corners of the continent-ocean transforms shown in green; in the natural example, similar areas are indicated with grey circles 
marked TP (location of transpression from Peace et al., 2017). Also note the transtensional zone shown in pink between the two segments of the COT due to the nature of 
the rotation. c-d) Comparison of a 5o transtensional rotated model snapshot at 10 (+5) Myr with the Gulf of California. Note the zone of transtension in the model shown 
in pink; in the natural example, similar areas are marked with dashed pink outlines. e-g) Comparison of a 5o transtensional oblique inheritance model snapshot at 15 Myr 
and a 25o transtensional rotated model snapshot at 20+5 Myrs with the Gulf of Aden (from Leroy et al., 2012; Bellahsen et al., 2013). Note the similarity in the general 
oblique rift trend with the rotated model, and the margin asymmetry shown in the inset cross-sections in the rotated model and in orange colour in the natural example 
(for a zoomed in version of the cross-sections refer to Suppl. Figures S21 and S24).
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Suppl. Figure S1), and is consistent with most physical and nu-
merical studies (e.g., a spacing of 4H in Allken et al. (2012) and 
> 4H in Le Pourhiet et al. (2017)). Such spacing allows the build-
up of strain in the tips of the rift structures and the production 
of transform faults. Zwaan and Schreurs (2017) did not observe 
transform faults developing in a similar set-up, but used a much 
smaller spacing of 2H. Yet, in accordance with Zwaan and Schreurs 
(2017), we also found that an inherited structure located at a high 
negative (or transpressional) angle (such as the θ = −45o inher-
ited structure in Fig. 6y) does not produce any rift connectivity, 
but instead produces two non-interacting distinct rift segments.

4.3. Margin asymmetry

In terms of margin asymmetry, we find that hyper-extension 
(coupling of upper and lower continental crust) occurs if the plate 
vector change induces transpression or transtension over the trans-
form and results in stalling rifting, similar to Le Pourhiet et al. 
(2017). In our oblique inheritance experiments, this asymmetry ap-
pears mainly in the higher angle experiments (>25o). In Figs. 4p,t, 
the rift flanks that correspond to the inside corners of the trans-
form are wider than their outside corner counterparts. The inverse 
happens in Figs. 6o,t, where the outside corner flanks are hyper-
extended. Similarly, in our rotated models, hyper-extension occurs 
on the outside corner rift flank in a positive θ rotation (e.g., Figs. 5
after 15+5 Myr). On the other hand, when a negative θ rotation 
occurs, these wide zones of diffuse strain occur in the inside cor-
ner rift flanks (e.g., Figs. 7 after 20+5 Myr, with cross-sections 
of the margins shown in Suppl. Figures S20,24,28 & 32). Nonn et 
al. (2017) provide a potential explanation for this, suggesting rift 
migration might be responsible for hyper-extension and margin 
asymmetry. Migration is observed in the positive θ oblique inheri-
tance models, where spreading migrates clockwise, leaving behind 
a hyperextended margin (comparing 5 Myr and 10 Myr in Fig. 5
and Suppl. Figure S22). Migration also occurs in the other models, 
but in the region of exposed mantle. Similarly, Le Pourhiet et al. 
(2017) observe higher continental crust asymmetry across the rift 
flanks, which they attributed to an already-weakened lower crust 
in a rift-transform-rift setting. This compares to our rotational 
models, where the continental crust has already been weakened 
by the previous orthogonal extension and is then re-mobilised to 
accommodate asymmetry. When the crust is undisturbed, asym-
metry is focused on the oceanic domain (e.g., Le Pourhiet et al., 
2017), as is the case in our oblique inheritance models where the 
crust is not “disturbed” by a previous event of orthogonal exten-
sion.

As discussed in Section 4.1.3, another factor that shapes rifted 
margin asymmetry and evolution is magmatism. If our models 
included magmatism, we would expect the magmatism in magma-
rich margins to be concentrated in zones of hyper-extension thin-
ning (e.g., Mohriak and Leroy, 2013; Koopmann et al., 2016; Peace 
et al., 2016), altering their rheology and potentially amplifying the 
hyper-extension. The changes for magma-poor margins are natu-
rally expected to be minimal. However, it is difficult to correlate 
the width of a rifted margin directly with volcanism (Tugend et 
al., 2018). A number of previous workers who have investigated 
margin asymmetry considering magmatic emplacement interpret 
their results as fundamentally controlled by simple shear rifting, 
with magmatism controlled by the amount and location of crustal 
thinning (e.g., Mohriak and Leroy, 2013 on the S. and N. Atlantic, 
Red Sea and Gulf of Aden; Koopmann et al., 2016 on the S. At-
lantic; Peace et al., 2016 on the Labrador Sea). Thinning in a simple 
shear system is asymmetric; therefore the magmatism is asymmet-
ric. Within this framework, the tectonic structure is the primary 
driver of asymmetry, so our purely tectonic models should cap-
ture the first-order factors affecting margin asymmetry and COBZ 
width.

4.4. Oblique inheritance versus rotation

We observe that in the case of a negative, transpressional an-
gle change between the oblique inheritance or plate motion vector 
and the extension direction, the duration of transform margin ac-
tivity increases substantially (Fig. 9). This is probably due to the 
juxtaposition of a larger portion of continental crust across the 
transform imposed by the kinematic boundary conditions, which 
delays the surface linkage between the two spreading centres. This 
agrees with Ammann et al. (2018), who found that long transform 
fault formation is favoured by high obliquity. It is worth noting 
that, for this set of experiments, the transform margin always re-
mains parallel to sub-parallel to the extension direction (Figs. 6, 7, 
and 8a).

In positive θ transtensional models, an increasing angle re-
sults in shorter duration of transform margin activity. Furthermore, 
spreading over the rift part of the seeds is delayed with increas-
ing angle of rotation. However, the sigmoidal transtensional zone 
created above the transform seeds becomes wider in the centre 
with increasing positive rotation angle (Fig. 4 after 15 Myr and 
Fig. 5 after 15+5 Myr). This sigmoidal opening style of transten-
sional oblique inheritance and rotation experiments resembles that 
observed in Brune and Autin (2013) when they applied oblique 
extension to an inherited structure in the crust. This can be at-
tributed to the response of the transform segment to the far-field 
extension. Rifting and subsequent spreading along that intersection 
is preferred due to the orientation of the pre-existing structures. As 
θ increases, the spreading component over the rift seeds becomes 
smaller, while over the transform seed it becomes larger.

Finally, comparing the oblique inheritance and relative plate ro-
tation results, it becomes evident that introducing a rotation to the 
model delays the ocean-ocean breakthrough across the transform 
margin, meaning the margin is active for longer (Fig. 9). In our 
models, this difference is about 5 Myr for positive angles, which 
is the duration of the orthogonal rifting stage. However, the dif-
ference is much greater for negative angles of rotation (Fig. 9). In 
the transpressional models, stress and strain patterns need to re-
arrange and cross-cut the pre-existing tectonic fabric, making the 
transform zones active for longer. In a transtensional regime, this 
rearrangement would occur faster as the structures need to only 
re-orient themselves to the new extension direction. A more de-
tailed view of this evolution can be seen in the analogue models 
of Farangitakis et al. (2019), where a relative plate rotation leads 
to wide zones of transtension and transpression.

In Fig. 9, we show our model results of transform margin ac-
tivity and rotation angle alongside a compilation of various trans-
form margin age ranges from Mercier de Lépinay et al. (2016) and 
obliquity/rotation ranges from Jeanniot and Buiter (2018) (with ad-
justments for the Gulf of California from Umhoefer et al., 2018 and 
Farangitakis et al., 2019; for the Tanzania Coastal Basin (TCB) from 
Farangitakis et al., 2019; and for the De Geer-Spitzbergen trans-
form from Doré et al., 2016). We observe that more transforms fall 
into a zone defined by the relative plate rotation experiments than 
by a single phase rift dominated by inheritance. The exceptions 
are: the Voring Margin, which falls below the oblique inheritance 
trend line (very high transtensional angle resulting in a short-lived 
transform; Doré et al., 2016; Jeanniot and Buiter, 2018); and the 
TCB and De Geer Line, located above the relative rotation trend 
line. The TCB accommodated motion between supercontinents and 
is thus much larger scale than the others (Farangitakis et al., 2019), 
while the polyphase evolution of the De Geer Line is dominated 
by multiple changes in relative plate motion and far field-forces 
around the Arctic (according to Doré et al., 2016).
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Fig. 9. Comparison between duration of transform margin activity between the oblique inheritance (blue) and rotation (red) experiments versus their angle. Selected transform 
margins across the world are also shown. Abbreviations: DG: De Geer Transform, TCB: Tanzania Coastal Basin, UG: Ungava Transform Zone, CIG: Cote d’Ivoire-Ghana Transform 
Marin, GoC: Gulf of California, GoA: Aden Gulf, VOR: Voring Margin.
The natural examples in Fig. 9 provide a qualitative comparison 
between oblique inheritance and changes in relative plate motion. 
Our models use a generalised continental lithosphere rheology and 
do not vary its strength, thickness, mantle temperature or the 
depth or dip of the inheritance fabric. This generalised model set-
up cannot provide as close a match for a specific natural example 
as area-specific studies (e.g., Brune and Autin, 2013 for the Gulf 
of Aden). However, despite this, most of the natural examples plot 
on the rotation trendline, potentially suggesting changes in relative 
plate motion influenced their evolution (Fig. 9).

A particularly good example of this is given by the Gulf of Aden, 
which has experienced a combination of inheritance, oblique rift-
ing and vector rotation (Bellahsen et al., 2013). We have plotted 
therefore two separate components of rifting for this example: 
the influence of rotation GoA(R) and the influence of inheritance 
GoA(I). However, we see that the observed duration of transform is 
consistent with the rotation trendline, not the inheritance one. As 
discussed above, our rotational model also produces margin asym-
metry very similar to that observed in the Gulf. The 26o spread-
ing direction change thus appears crucial in the Gulf of Aden’s 
evolution and margin structure. This complex example strength-
ens the emerging trend of Fig. 9: that changes in plate motion 
play a key role in transform margin evolution and should be 
considered as equally, or potentially more, important than inher-
itance.

5. Conclusions

We present a series of experiments replicating oblique struc-
tural inheritance and rotational changes in relative plate motion in
a rift-transform-rift setting. Our results show good agreement with 
natural examples in the Ungava Transform Zone, the Gulf of Cali-
fornia and the Gulf of Aden (Fig. 8).

High-angle relative plate rotations produce both transtension 
and transpression along a transform system. We show that the 
evolution of the Davis Strait can be simulated with a transpres-
sional −25◦ relative plate rotation with respect to the extension 
direction, resulting in a diffuse zone of transtension where the 
Ungava Fracture Zone is located and transpression on the inside 
corners of the COT (Fig. 8a-b).

In a transtensional setting, the obliquity introduced by even a 
small rotation of existing orthogonal extension results in sigmoidal 
to rhomboidal opening along the transform margin. This is similar 
(for the smaller angles) to the evolution of the Gulf of California, 
where en-echelon pull-aparts developed from south to north and 
are now evolving into ridge-transform segments (Fig. 8c-d).

Furthermore, we find that relative plate rotations can lead to 
rifted margin asymmetry. We compare the ocean-continent tran-
sition zone width of the Gulf of Aden to both oblique inheritance 
and rotation models. The width of the ocean-continent transition 
zone in the rotation models closely matches that of the Gulf of 
Aden, where the outside corners of the rift-transform intersection 
are significantly wider than the inside ones (Fig. 8e-f).

We conclude that introducing a relative plate rotation in our 
models results in a longer transform margin activity lifespan and 
delayed spreading along the entire margin (Fig. 9). This is due to 
the delay caused by the reorganisation of the diffuse strain pat-
terns associated with transtension and transpression when a rota-
tional change in plate motion occurs.
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Therefore, the effects of relative plate rotations on rift-transform 
intersections should be considered alongside inheritance when un-
derstanding the evolution of a margin.
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